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Abstract. One of objectives of the mobile grid infrastructure is become possible that the mobile user can
use the computational power available in computational grids for solving complex problems. However,
the majority of researches that search the interaction between mobile devices and grid computing do not
provide a mechanism more automated and coordinated for submission and monitoring of several tasks
that work cooperatively to solve a single problem. Additionally, none of these researches consider dif-
ferent forms that resources are described for the virtual organizations that compose the grid to select the
resources more appropriate to execute these tasks. Therefore, in this paper is presented a framework that
it treats these aspects. This framework uses the approach of integration semantics of multiple ontologies
and the workflow mechanism, allowing a selection more omnibus of resources appropriate for execution
of tasks of an automatized and controlled way more in the grid. A case study and experimental results
demonstrated that framework enables: a selection of the resources more appropriate of different organi-
zations for the execution of an application submitted from a mobile device and less power consumption
of battery of these devices during the application submission and monitoring.
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1 Introduction

The grid computing technology is an approach that pro-
poses the reduction of problems related to the resources
sharing and coordination among different organizations,
also called virtual organizations (VOs). The sharing
process comprises not only file transfer, but mainly the
access to computer, software packages, services and spe-
cial devices. These resources can have different access
policies and are known differently by their characteris-
tics inside a specific organization [12].

However, restrictions at the mobile devices difficult
the provision of applications or services that allow res-
olution of complex problems which requisite high per-
formance environments. A recent grid infrastructure,

called as mobile grid [3, 22], proposes the integration of
mobile devices with grid environments. This proposal
has two forms of interaction with the grid.

As [3, 22] cites, the first form show the device as
an access interface to a grid (e.g., grid portal). The
second method is characterized by mobile devices as
resources for a grid, providing resources of processing
and other resources facilities (e.g., GPS receivers, sen-
sors and cameras). The computing power of mobile de-
vices has presenting a growing rate of improvements in
recent years. However, the actual processing capacity
and storage still does not enable the resolution of com-
plex problems inside these devices, as observed in [30].
Therefore,the first form becomes more interesting.

Many researches are developing to allow interac-
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tions between mobile devices and grid environments.
An example of a novel function is to hide complex de-
tails from grid middleware operations for the mobile
user (e.g., resources selection, security and load bal-
ancing). Recent related works in mobile grid are tack-
ling the following aspects: [14] shows a mechanism
based on ontology that enable to access services, that
are available in mobile devices through the gateway; the
proposal architecture presented in [30] provides a uni-
form method to manage QoS, ensuring interactions be-
tween mobile devices and grid in a dynamic and trans-
parent form to users; in [10] it is presented a generic
mobility model that extends models of conventional pre-
diction, selecting resources in environments of mobile
grid.

A common characteristic of these related works [3,
10, 14, 22, 30] is that these proposals only allow sub-
mission and monitoring of a task per time from the in-
terface of a mobile device. Usually, mobile users re-
quire to control the submission of several tasks that work
cooperatively, solving a single problem in a grid con-
figuration. Therefore, it becomes necessary the use of a
mechanism that makes possible the execution of these
tasks in an more automatic and coordinated fashion.

Moreover, an engine for submission more automated
can reduce the traffic of the wireless network. It is
worth noting that a reduction in the access to wireless
network can provide a smaller dissipation of battery en-
ergy of these devices, i.e., increasing its lifetime [23].
Extending the battery lifetime is one of the most crit-
ical and challenging problems in theses devices [28].
Therefore, this is one approach that provides more au-
tomatization for applications submissions, as it occurs
in our architecture; it sends fewer submission requests
and consequently, it may reduce the dissipation of bat-
tery energy of these devices.

Another aspect to be consider is related to resources,
where these tasks must be submitted. An approach of
application submission and monitoring in a automated
and coordinate way through workflow concept is pro-
posed in [2]. However, this approach and others men-
tioned previously [3, 14, 22, 30] does not concern about
selection of resources in which application tasks will
be submitted. As [7] observed, resource matching is
the capacity for selecting resources more adequate of
a grid configuration in accordance to requirements of
each task of an application. [10] considers an approach
of resources selection, which authors developed a selec-
tion algorithm based in parameters of mobile and fixed
resources, as mobility rate and predicted time of avail-
ability. A prior and automatic selection of resources
more adequates for application execution could enable
more transparency in the interaction among mobile users
and grid.

None related work does not take into consideration

that different organizations have different autonomy. This
fact brings more difficult to resources selection, because
these resources can present syntactically distinct descrip-
tions, but with same semantics. In a classic example,
two distintic organizations refer to characteristics of mem-
ory size respectively as physical_memory_size and main_-
memory_size. Considering that one query for resources
show that it desires a resource that has physical_memory_-
size >= 1024 MB, only those resources that satisfy the
restriction and that has the term physical_memory_size
will be returned. Therefore, the use of a mechanism
of resources selection from grid becomes more flexi-
ble and extensible, when it does not only consider the
syntax of the descriptions of the resources, but also the
meaning involved in these descriptions.

The main goal of this article is to present a frame-
work proposal to allow a coordinate and automated fash-
ion of submission and monitoring of several tasks to a
grid environment from mobile devices employing work-
flow. Additionally, providing the selection of resources
to submit each task in a grid, considering different ways
that resources were described, using a selection based
on the semantics integration of ontologies.

The paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we
show concepts semantics integration. We present the
proposed framework and their main components in the
section 3. In section 4 we present a case study in respect
of resource selector. In section 5 describes the experi-
mental results about comparison of energy consumption
between our framework and other approaches. Finally,
in the section 6 we present our conclusions and future
works.

2 Ontologies Semantic Integration

Following [15], ontology can be expressed as a formal
and explicit specification from a shared concept. Studer
el. al [32] mentions that the concept is related to a ab-
stract model of a phenomenon which identifies relevant
aspects of the phenomenon itself. On the other hand,
the formal means that the ontology can be interpreted
by a computer and the shared term intend to express
that the ontology captures knowledge of a group of in-
dividuals.

As [13] observes, a relevant aspect referring to ap-
plication of ontologies is the integration of existing sys-
tems/databases. This requirement indicates clearly that
the interoperability is an important feature because it
allows different computational systems exchanging in-
formation.

One direction to reach interoperability between two
different systems (or databases) is to execute ontologies
mapping, finding out semantic correspondences between
these ontologies. However, as several research works
indicate [13, 25, 9], automatic semantic mapping ap-



proaches are not able to identify the majority semantic
correspondences. In other words, it could be expected
that many semantic equivalences will be not consid-
ered. Erigh & Sure [9] coment that an automatic map-
ping could lead to incorrect results. Therefore, there is
a common acceptance that a human interaction in this
process is an important feature.

The global, multiple and hybrid approaches are found
in the literature [13] for the integration of information
sources based on ontologies. Casare & Sichman [5]
mention that the hybrid method has the advantage of
not limit the diversity of models that describe a same
domain, due to the fact that each model has your own
particular ontology. In addition, this paradigm does
not consider ontologies complex mapping. The hybrid
approach considers only defined terms from different
ontologies that are related semantically with terms of
shared global ontology.

3 Proposal Framework

In this section are described the main components of the
proposal framework, which are: Workflow Manager
(WM) and Resource Selector (RS), as shown in Figure
1. In item (a), information providers of the VOs publish
their information resources in grid and their resource
ontologies in the framework.

Figure 1: Proposal Framework

On step (1), Mobile GUI component was designed
so that mobile users can submit and monitor application
executions in grid environments from the own device.
Each submission is forwarded to the WM component.
Next, on step (2), WM sends queries to the RS which
searches appropriated computing resources for execut-
ing each application task. When RS receives queries,
it extends semantically queries based in semantic rules
(step (3.1)). According to extension and equivalence
relations of the terms (originating of the ontologies se-
mantic integration). The RS searches in the resource
descriptions, looking for resources that satisfy require-
ments of each task (step (3.2)). After search, RS returns

the resources to the WM in which tasks should be sub-
mitted (step 4). Lastly, on step (5), GW controls sub-
mission of all tasks to the grid resources selected by the
RS. SR and WM components are localized in the wired
networks.

3.1 Workflow Manager (WM)

Due to the appearance of the grid computing, which
provides several services, resources and the capacity to
solve complex problems, the application execution with
multiple tasks for the resolution of a unique problem
has become more and more common. In general, this
aggregate of tasks has interactions and dependence, re-
quiring the use of some computational tools (e.g., soft-
ware and/or database) that are shared by virtual organi-
zations of the grid.

These tasks represent a work flow whose data are
sent/received among tasks, obeying certain rules. There-
fore, the utilization of a mechanism to control, organize
and have some automatization of tasks execution flow
become necessary. For this purpose, the workflow con-
cept is employed in our approach, similar to some grid
research projects [19, 6, 29]. This concept presents thin
granularity and a generic solution for the definition of
grid resources used in each stage of application execu-
tion in an automated and coordinated manner. The clas-
sic concept of workflow is presented in [16].

Besides this component processing and managing
requests coming from mobile devices to execute in a
grid environment, it also collects related information to
task execution, performing all these functionalities of a
transparent way to a mobile user. Last, it provides au-
tomatization for mobile users, dispatching all tasks to
grid resources without any necessity of a user’s interac-
tion. Therefore, it allows more agility in the execution
of tasks that work together to solve a problem. As it
is shown in Figure 2. This component comprises three
modules, as follows: Controller, Engine and Collec-
tor.

Figure 2: Workflow Manager [2]

Each submitted application has its proper Engine
instance, Collector instance, and a unique Identifier.



The Java CoG Kit package [18] was used for interacting
this component with Globus 4.0. The Controller mod-
ule is responsible for receiving requests that arrive from
mobile devices and order these requests, commanding
and controlling their order through the Identifier. When
this module receives a submission request, it creates an
instance of the Engine module and it directs the request
to this instance.

The Engine is the main module of this component.
This module sends a resource request of the application
to the RS. Subsequently, the RS returns a list from ma-
chines for the Engine that contains necessary grid re-
sources for the execution of each application task. Next,
the Engine module specifies machines selected in the
workflow definition file of the submitted application, in-
terpreting this definition file (or workflow script). Defi-
nition files are described in Karajan workflow language
[17] of the Java CoG Kit package.

These scripts specify invoked programs, grid resour-
ces, data and flow control of each application. In addi-
tion, this module can interpret different workflow scripts
for knowing how it must be submitted and controlled
in the execution of each task flow of different appli-
cations. In this component, each application has de-
fined its proper workflow script for specifying its task
flow. Therefore, our architecture enables the execution
of different applications. Thereafter, the submission of
each task is done through GRAM grid service [11]. Fi-
nally, while these tasks are submitted, their status are in-
formed through events generated during the execution.
Thus, the Engine creates an instance called Collector
for capturing this information and for storing them in
checkpoint files (i.e., XML files) that report the status
that each task is currently found.

The measure that tasks are submitted, their status
are informed through events generated during the exe-
cution of the workflow. Therefore, the Engine creates
an instance called Collector for capturing these infor-
mation and to store them in checkpoint files (i. e., XML
files) that reports the status that each task is currently.
When the Controller receives a request from status from
PDA, it extracts this information in the checkpoint files
and it returns to the PDA.

Therefore, this component can provide advantages
to mobile users, for example: due to the automatization
provided for the WM, it allows more agility in tasks
submission that work together to solve a problem; it
minimizes errors in the ordination of these tasks sub-
mitted; execution of processes in which can coordinate
distributed resources in multiple virtual organizations,
also it obtains specific capacities of processing through
the integration of multiple teams involved in different
parts of the workflow and lastly, it also provide the nec-
essary transparency to mobile user to utilize the grid
services of the Globus middleware.

3.2 Resource Selector (RS)

The proposal selector was designed and implemented,
using Semantic Web [1] tecnologies, to provide a grid
resource matching based on the semantic integration of
ontologies. All grid resources are described using dif-
ferent ontologies to supply application requirements. In
this research, we adopt the meaning used by the terms
to describe resources and not only a simple considera-
tion of the syntax.

Figure 3 illustrates the framework conceived to build
the selector prototype. The framework Jena [4] was
employed, because it easily allows creating semantic
web applications using Java language. In addition, this
framework has interesting features such as: a facility to
manipulate OWL ontologies and capability to infer in-
formation from the knowledge modelled in the ontolo-
gies using an inference engine (i.e. based on rules).

Figure 3: The framework proposal

In figure 3, there is the sketch of the grid resource
matching framework proposal. The three main compo-
nents of framework have the following characteristics:

• Ontologies Integration Portal: this component
represents the interface used by a virtual organiza-
tion to realize the semantic integration of its own
ontology inside the matching system. The ontol-
ogy developer is responsible for resources descrip-
tion of a VO. Adopting the concept of a Refer-
ence Ontology (RO), it influences the developer
to consider semantic equivalences between terms
from its VO ontology and the RO. Moreover, this
interface was not prepared for the mobile users
make the integration of the multiple ontologies,
i.e., defining equivalences. Only specialists users
(ontology developers of the VO) is that have knowl-
edge necessary and suficient for interacting with
knowledge systems. Therefore, in this approach,
the developers are responsible to establish the se-
mantic equivalencies and inform them to the se-
mantic matching system. This interface was only



developed on desktops computers, enabling an in-
terface less restricted and more flexible for this
functionality;

• Information Providers: this component represents
the resources information collectors of the VOs.
Each collector publishes resources information from
its own system, through Publication Service, as
figure 3 shows;

• Matchmaker: the semantic matching operation is
the main function of this component. The opera-
tion considers semantic equivalences coming from
ontologies semantic integration and also considers
restrictions defined in the queries that are submit-
ted by users to matchmaker.

3.2.1 Reference and Query Ontology

The integration of different ontologies from different
virtual organizations in our research work was achieved
developing a shared common ontology called Ontology
Reference (OR). This ontology was based on Core Grid
Ontology (CGO) [33]. This proposal is a high level
framework, where grid domain experts can represent all
grid concepts semantically in a coeherent and consis-
tency form. CGO was developed in OWL language for
capturing and modeling the basic concepts and know-
ledge about the grid domain [33]. In the web context,
the ontologies construction language OWL [21] is consi-
dered as a pattern by the W3C. The CGO features, flex-
ibility and extensibility, allow this ontology be used for
grid information integration, resources discovery, and
resources allocation management [33].

The OR developed based on part in CGO ontology
and the former was extended for modeling the basic el-
emets that integrate computational resources. The model
these elements based on CIM model [8]. The Query
Ontology (QO), detailed in Figure 4, through a class di-
agram it was built as an ancillary query language, that it
is recognized from the developed matchmaker. The QO
utilizes terms were previously defined in the OR that
denote the main characteristics of grid resources.

Special concepts were conceived to help users to
precisely describe grid resources requisites. These con-
cepts were created using the BinaryOperator class. In
other words, these operators indicate to the matchmaker
component how to compare values attributed to terms
defined in QO with the values attributed to terms that
represent grid resources characteristics defined in dif-
ferent ontologies of VOs.

Inside the Request class it was defined the follow-
ing properties, as figure 4 shows: query_id (query iden-
tifier); decrescent_order (a directive that indicates to
the matchmaker which order criterion (decrescent or-
der) resources will be returned. This instruction is based

Figure 4: The Query Ontology

on resource characteristics [numeric value] defined in-
side the subclasses of Characteristics class); number_re-
sources_return (this directive specifies the maximum
number of resources the matchmaker should return) and
requirements property that creates a relation between
Request class and BinaryOperators class instances.

The BinaryOperators class has the property on which
connects operators to the characteristics from the re-
sources defined by the Characteristics class, as figure
4 illustrates. This property characterizes restrictions
that resources should match. Subclasses from the Char-
acteristics class specialize characteristics from the re-
sources for providing more accurate information upon
each type of resources. Examples are Characteristics_-
CPU, Characteristics_OS and Characteristics_Memory
classes which aggregate characteristics of the follow-
ing elements that compose the computational resources:
processors, operating system and main memories.

3.2.2 Matchmaker

This component, as it was previoulsy mention, has the
function to make the semantic matching between the
published resources and queries. The following steps
illustrate how the matching operation is realized.

(A) Query Expansion semantically:
This phase realizes the query expansion of semantic

form in accord with the knowledge structure and infor-
mation modeled in the RO. One interesting example to
illustrate how this module works, can be verified when
an operating system equal to Unix is requested. In the
proposal system, the operating system concept was ex-
pressed in OperatingSystem class that it was specialized
in Windows, Unix, and MacOS classes, as the Figure 5
shows. The Unix class, was specialized in Linux class.
In the Unix class were created instances for represent-
ing the operating systems Solaris, AIX e FreeBSD. In



Linux class: Debian, Slackware and Fedora Core.
Through the rules, it is possible to capture these and

others knowledge that exist inside the RO. Therefore,
the query to the come to Matchmaker is expanded ac-
cording to the valuation of a rule on the query and RO.
After valuation, the Matchmaker will return not only
resources with operating system Unix, but those with
Solaris, AIX and FreeBSD. Moreover, the knowledge
and information modeled inside the RO about the op-
erating system Unix, captured by same rule, indicate to
Matchmaker that returns resources with operating sys-
tems Debian, Slackware and Fedora Core too. This oc-
curs, because the subclass relation between Linux and
Unix classes is transitive. In other words, this relation
expresses the knowledge that operating systems Linux
are Unix too.

Figure 5: Part of Refer-
ence Ontology developed

Figure 6: Resource de-
scribes in ontology A

(B) Resources search:
After the query expansion, the matchmaker searches

which resources satisfy the restrictions defined in the
queries. A more clear visualization of this step is exem-
plified in figure 6.

This figure illustrates a resource in form of a RDF
((Resource Description Framework) graph. Assuming
that a user has defined in a query the following restric-
tion processor_capacity >= 1800 MHz. In other words,
the resources to be returned must have at least 1800
MHz of processing capacity. The matchmaker first sear-
ches in the equivalence relations stored in the system
which terms are equivalents to the term processor_capa-
city. In the ontology A, this term is capacidade_proce-
ssador.

The term processor_capacity is found like predicate
in the triple <grsc:Processador_06, grsc:capacidade_-
processador, 2400>, that we denote triple base. This
triple is indicated by the red traced line in figure 6. The
procedure will verify if the value 2400 (attributed to ca-
pacidade_processador) attends this condition. The next
step, if this value satisfies, it will be the search of the
triple from the RDF graph that represents the computa-
tional resource that satisfies the restriction. The triple
that has the predicate denoting IP address is that one

that identifies the desired resource. We choose IP ad-
dress, therefore it is a single qualifier of a resource in
grid environments.

The matchmaker initiates the search for the subject
grsc:Processador_06 of the triple base, because this tri-
ple has as predicate the characteristic that satisfies the
restriction. The matchmaker checks if this subject has
predicate that means IP address. However, as the sub-
ject grsc:Processador_06 does not present such pred-
icate, the matchmaker verifies between the triples that
have grsc:Processador_06 as object which of them have
this predicate. The triple <grsc:Servidor_06, grsc:tem_-
processador, grsc:Processador_06> is the only one that
it has grsc:Processador_06 as object and therefore match-
maker checks if its subject grsc:Servidor_06 has the
predicate that denotes IP address.

Based on semantic integration of the ontology A
with the OR, matchmaker it verifies that the term endIP
(indicated for the red arrow in figure 6) express the char-
acteristic IP address in ontology A. In the result of in-
tegration is known that the term endIP is equivalent to
addressIP (defined inside the RO for expressing IP ad-
dress). Thus, the Matchmaker stores this triple that
indicates the resource that satisfy this restriction. For
each restriction existent in the query, the Matchmaker
searches the triples that represent the resources that sat-
isfy the restriction. These triples are stored in a set. This
procedure occurs for all the restrictions defined in the
query. The next step realizes the intersection of these
sets to determine which resources satisfy all the restric-
tions, forming what we call of set solution. Case the
query has directives, these are applied on the set solu-
tion and the result is returned to the WM. Otherwise,
the own set solution is returned to the WM.

4 Case Study

This section describes the case study that was devel-
oped to test our framework. This study ocurred in a
scenario of mobile grid that has the following config-
uration: a wired network where are grid resources and
the access point that allows the mobile user utilizes grid
resources. Therefore, it works as a bridge between the
wired network and wireless network. The specification
of the wireless network is 802.11b/g WLAN (Wireless
LAN).

In our case study was used the workflow developed
in the Genoma Project [20]. This workflow aims at the
DNA sequencing of the Gluconacetobacter diazotroph-
icus bacterium. This workflow is composed for 7 tasks.
The detailed description of each task can be visualized
in [20]. The workflow definition was realized using the
Karajan workflow language. For each task was elab-
orated a query for searching resources that attend re-
quirements necessary to execute them, as illustrated in



the Figure 7. These queries were defined using the QO
and associates to the workflow.

Figure 7: Restrições e diretivas de pesquisa definidas
para cada tarefa

The grid environment is composed of 3 virtual orga-
nizations, called as OV_1, OV_2 and OV_3, which have
its proper resources ontologies. The use of 3 ontologies
allow to show the diversity of the visions that the grid
resources can present in organizations different. Orga-
nizations OV_1, OV_2 and OV_3 had respectively its
resources described by ontologies developed in [31] (in
the English language), [26] and [27] (in the Portuguese
language), all constructed using OWL language. Each
organization published 10 descriptions of resources, to-
talizing thirty grid resources. Semantic equivalences
were informed jointly with resources established by each
VO when integrating its ontology in the system. These
equivalences are shown in the Figure 8. The first line in
the Figure 8 shows the terms os_type, SO and nomeSO
that they were defined respectively in the ontologies of
OV_1, OV_2 and OV_3 organizations. These terms are
equivalents to the os_type term defined in the RO, and
therefore, in the QO denotes operating system.

Figure 8: Equivalence relations

The WM sends queries of this workflow to RS when
it receives a submission from a mobile user desiring
to execute this workflow. The RS verifies which re-
sources attend each query, basing it in the equivalence
relations among terms of the QO and resources ontolo-
gies integrated. For instance, the T7 task, shown in

the Figure 7, it needs a resource that can be to access
by the vinicius user (owner term), that it has operating
system Unix (os_type term), that it has at the least of
3000 MHz (processor_capacity term) of clock proces-
sor speed, it also has software S7 installed (term soft-
ware_id) and the database DB2 installed (database_id
term). Amongst resources that have these characteris-
tics, the RS must returns those that will have the biggest
capacity of processing (criterion attributed to the direc-
tive decrescent_order).

Figure 9: Resources that satisfy the tasks requirements

The resource (e), presented in the Figure 9, it was
the resource returned for the RS in accordance with
query_T7. (c) and (e) resources attend restrictions de-
fined in the query_T7 (requisite of the T7 task). How-
ever, the resource (e) was chosen, due it presents greater
processing capacity, thus satisfying, the classification
criterion defined in query_T7 (processor_capacity). It
is important to detach semantic matching realized by
the RS among terms that express characteristics of the
resource (e) and the ones that was used in the query.
Equivalence relations among terms resultants from the
semantics integration of the OV_3 ontology and the RO
are: idConta and owner; nomeSO and os_type; clock-
CPU and processor_capacity; identificador_software and
software_id; and identificador_base_dados and data-
base_id. In addition, it is important to detach the query
expansion allowed to the RS recognizing that the re-
source (e) has operating system Unix. This knowledge
was defined inside the RO and it was captured through
rule.

5 Experimental Results

This study ocurred in a scenario of mobile grid that has
the following configuration: a wired network where are



grid resources and the Access Point (AP) which works
as a bridge between the wired network and the wire-
less network, enabling the mobile users to make use of
grid resources. The configuration chosen for the ex-
perimental tests was a real scenario in a WLAN. This
environment is projected to reach one real evaluation of
the application execution in the mobile grid and related
cases. Characteristics of the PDA are: Palm Tungsten C
executing the operating system Palm 5.2.1 with proces-
sor 400MHz, 64 MB RAM, Built-in Wi-Fi (802.11b).

The Framework allows the submission and moni-
toring of applications through a single submission re-
quest. In other words, Workflow Manager controls the
execution flow and it invokes the necessary computa-
tional tools without requesting interaction of users for
performing all steps. This is a differential aspect when
compared to the Other approach presented in [3, 10,
14, 22, 30]. In these others research works, the user
controls the submission order of each task that work to-
gether cooperatively to solve the same problem. In the
Other approach implemented the user submits all ap-
plication tasks, a task each time through the interface.

In the graph of Figure 10 a comparison of the mean
battery power consumption for submitting and monitor-
ing tasks for resolution of a problem is presented. The
comparison considers the use of Framework in con-
trast to the Other approach implemented in [3, 10, 14,
22, 30]. The result shows that Architecture reached
an average saving of 31% when compared to the Other
approach. Framework allows a larger number of exe-
cutions, i.e., on average 12 more application executions
than the Other, as it can be seen in the graphic.

Figure 10: Battery Usage

It was performed 24 experiments in each approach,
each experiment represents the percentage of the bat-
tery consumption of five application executions of the
sequencing problem. In each application execution, the
consumption percentage for submitting and monitoring
each task in the Other approach was summed up and
the consumption percentage for submitting and moni-

toring the application execution in the Framework ap-
proach was verified too. Besides, in each experiment,
grid resources were exclusively dedicated for tests and
the time interval of sending notifications was equal in
both approaches. Therefore, these variables do not in-
fluence the result.

The average and confidence interval of battery con-
sumption for each experiment was respectively 11% and
(+/-) 1,6603% in Framework, while in the Other ap-
proach was 16,17% and (+/-) 1,6323%. A 2-Sample T
Test [24] was used to compare if there is a significant
difference between the Framework and the Other ap-
proach. In a significance level of 95%, the 2-Sample
T test evidenced a significant difference between the
two samples, due to the resultant P-value = 0,0002,
as [24] observes, when P-value ≤ 0,05, it indicates a
significant difference between two samples. In other
words, Framework saves significantly more battery en-
ergy than the Other approach for submitting and mon-
itoring an application.

6 Considerations and Future Works

In this article, we presented a framework for submis-
sion and monitoring of several tasks to a grid environ-
ment through mobile devices, selecting resources more
appropriated previously to execute these tasks. Frame-
work components became possible the resolution of com-
plex problems using the workflow mechanism and the
semantics integration of ontologies that describe the grid
resources. Therefore, our framework provide to a mo-
bile user a semantics form to select resources more ad-
equate for execution of these tasks in an automated and
coordinated style in the grid configuration.

Experiments from a case study indicate that the Re-
source Selector component allowed a more appropriate
resource selection from different VOs for the execution
of one workflow submitted from mobile device. It is
important to mention that these executions considered
different descriptions that these resources have inside
each VO. Moreover, the experimental results indicated
that the proposed framework enabled to consume less
battery power of mobile devices for submitting applica-
tions.

As future works, the capacity of restriction of queries
will be extended, extending the RO, so that, they ex-
press other binary operators (e.g., different [!=] and mul-
tiplicity [*]); it allow the automatic adjustment of the
execution flow in cases of disconnections of mobile de-
vices and to incorporate a method of semi-automatic
mapping in framework for decreasing the ontologies de-
velopers effort of VOs in integration of yours ontologies
in the system.
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